Attend Kitco’s keynote at VRIC: three unsung metals poised to break out

The commodity space is cyclical, so what are some of the most out-of-favor metals, and what are the factors that are going to drive them higher?

Mining editor Michael McCrae will give a presentation this Sunday at the Vancouver Resource Investment Conference. The talk will explore some factors that will set up some currently moribund metals for strong performance in the long term. Emphasis is on metals off the beaten track, stories that investors may not have considered.

**TALK TITLE:** Overlooked and Unloved: Three Metals That Are Poised For A Comeback  
**WHERE:** Vancouver Resource Investment Conference, Workshop #2, Vancouver Convention Centre West, Vancouver, B.C.  
**WHEN:** 1 p.m., Sunday, January 19, 2020  
**WHO:** Michael McCrae, Mining Audience and Data Intelligence Manager at Kitco

Kitco is the number one source for precious metal news and information. With offices around the world and a team of award-winning journalists, Kitco is the most sought after news source in the resource space with over 5 million monthly uniques.

To attend the Vancouver Resource Investment Conference, [register online.](#)